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Intention to Pay
test

McKinsey & Co in its article ‘All in the
mind’ suggests organisations to debias
themselves from business risks using
the power of psychology and analytics.
We recommend the suggestion with
our offering of customer behavior
‘Intention to Pay’ ItP Q12 questionnaire.
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The ability to pay is usually measured using Credit
Scoring models as standard credit practices.
However, knowing how honest are people can
improve lending practices, be it for determining a
transparent lender profile or collections using
psychology can be a game changer.

INTENTION to PAY?
It’s time for a data-centric approach with the help
of psychometrics to determine and attract the
right profiles and reduce lending risks.
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All creatures in nature
preservationists by default.

are

self-

Sentient beings like humans are however
situationally honest, based on the need,
the outcome and classical orientation
through family and social values adapted
since birth.

This reasons one needs to measure the
orientation is to understand the
persona, rather than measuring honesty.

Ethics or our inner moral drive to be
honest can be the highest level of
honesty where one is honest for
believing in the power of honesty
itself. This is rare, but is not yet fully
absent yet among humans. Morality
is a value we highly cherish in others,
but rarely practice ourselves.

Self Preservation
This is the dimension where survival
is involved or when we seek to avoid
taking positions or responsibility,
and hence it is diametrically
opposite to responsibility as an
orientation. A brilliant example of
being honest with weight loss is the
fact that it provides for selfpreservation.

We try to be honest with our
children or our bosses, as we believe
it is part of the value which the role
demands. Responsible honesty is
situational and based on the
importance of honesty as contained
within the role as a dimension of
performance.

Law Abidance
Law abiding citizens are not actually
honest, but wherever there is a legal
fallback, it forces them to be honest.
While this is be diametrically
opposite to morality where one is
ethically honest, law abidance
highlights fear and/or respect for the
law and forces us to be limitedly
honest.

ItP Q12
ItP Q12 format provides for a
validated 12 question survey to
assess the honesty framework
which the borrower prefers for
providing credit risk a clear key to
understand the profile with
respect to;
Can the borrower commit suicide if pressured to pay?
Will the borrower use ‘avoid’ strategy to repay?
Will the borrower hide behind powerful locals during repayment?
Will the borrower turn rogue?
or,
Will the borrower have a responsible lending profile?

AVOID VS. OWN

SCARE VS. SCORE

CONFLICT VS. RESOLVE

Q12 Framework

SELF VS. SOCIETY
Scenarios at identifying lending profiles:

High Res + High Morality +Avg Self + Avg LA = Will pay on time
High Res + High Self + Avg Morality + Low LA = Might delay but pay with interest
High Res + High LA + Avg Morality + Avg Self = Will restructure
Low Res + High Self + Avg Morality + Low LA = Will avoid confrontation
High Res + Low Self + Avg Morality + Low LA = Will commit suicide
High Morality with low or average other scores = to be avoided as customer
Diagonally opposite high scores highlight dishonesty of response.

We assess the borrower’s mindset through 12
psychometric questions while the scoring
algorithm classifies the profile based on the
response and scoring what is meant as a ‘no’ while
trying to say ‘yes’ to other choices through reverse
scoring on a Likert Scale.

The questions are translatable into any language.
The responses provide a real-time score.
The scores can vary based on location or ethnicity.
The survey can be administered on a smartphone
The profiling can be used during collections
All data available on a real-time Dashboard
The Framework uses analytics to reduce
delinquency on an on-going basis as it integrates
borrower performance with the scores to further
improve profiling as a continuous benefit to risk.
Applicable for;
Personal loans
Microfinance loans
Study or education loans
SME loans to small and medium enterprises
Any individual loan plus employee risk profiling

Risk
profile
using
ItP

How you should use the ItP tests
The ItP test simplifies the concept of
Intention to Pay but needs to be
understood as an application from the
concept of individuality compared to
the scoring algorithm to determine risk
profiling.
Benchmark your data

While the individual is being scored, they are
being collated into a demographic group to
ascertain whether the scoring model has been
accurate in profiling the risk behaviour. This is
based on responses and comparison of scores
with prior data.
However, the kind of profiles attracted would
vary from one organisation to another based
on their internal risk models, the marketing
and locations and the existing screening and
sourcing pools.
Analytical modelling involves pooling the
individual into demographic clusters, making
uneven comparisons, which could lead to
inconsistency, as observed by us over our
years of research into people behavioral data.
This brings in the perspective to organise
internal benchmarks prior to embarking on
application, wherever possible.

Difference with competitive models
While we do not claim to be exclusive or the
first mover in this space, we have observed
and also gained insights from users of
competition models and found the gaps to
address them for leaks and variable potential.

Most models can be cloned due to limitation
of randomisation of questions as a first step
to eliminating cloning. Our randomisation
ensures there is a 10-3 chance of receiving the
same set of questionnaire and game it.
Our scoring approach also includes negative
scoring to ascertain sincerity of the user
alongwith the possibility of proctoring (in case
of user-driven administration) to identify the
user and the applicant are the same person.
The most interesting part however lies in the
type of questions asked and which is our
proprietary domain to determine the
perspective while avoiding straight and
standard answers to obvious questions. Our
question pools have earned respect through
this 98% accuracy of personality prediction by
posing simple yet unobvious questions to
ensure the user is not posed with affirmative
but situationally relatable questions which
help establish the mindset and approach to
draw from memory to determine the profile.

Dashboard based real-time decisions
Our Pexitest Dashboard provides real-time
decisions through algorithmic benchmarks to
define across 3 levels of advisory for faster
decision making.
Proceed: A clear go to allow credit decision to
be taken in the affirmative as far as Intention
to Pay is concerned.
Caution: There would be risk involved as the
specific risk area can be gauged by the Credit
Executive based on the scores.
Avoid: An avoid advisory suggests to let go of
the deal unless the organisation is willing to
risk based on other parameters like collaterals
and guarantees involved.
Our scoring approach will consider these
patterns
based
on
benchmarking
to
understand the segments with emphasis on;
Location
Age
Qualification
Gender
These three parameters along with gender are
indicators for benchmarks and will vary for
applicant based on the segmentation.

Pexitics draws on its experience in assessing profiles to create
an effective ItP Q12 survey and apply it for risk profiling.
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